Specification Management Subcommittee

• **Highlights from this Meeting:**
  – Affirmed staff review: UCM 1.3
  – Published: UAF 1.2, ASCQM 1.1, IDL 4.2, UAF 1.1 (for ISO)
  – Discussed errors incurred during SMSC/SCE split, referred to AB for production of guidance document for chairs on how to best manage this process

• **Deliverables from this Meeting:**
  – Editor’s Report (smsc/22-01-01)

• **Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:**
  – Review remaining templates
  – Policy for technical elements (code, model elements, etc) styling
  – Cover Page: URI for 'machine consumable' is nonsensical on its own
  – Model -> Specification generation (extend to Ontologies?)
  – Use of Wiki for spec authoring